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Worldwide social websites for media sharing

• Social websites for media sharing have become more and more popular in 
the last years
– Flickr hosts more than 2 billion images with ~3 millions new uploads per day
– YouTube reported in March 2010 more than 2 billion views a day and 24 hours 

of videos uploaded per minute

• People upload, share and annotate multimedia content with tags
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Key problem: social tag reliability

• The performance of social image and video retrieval systems strictly 
depends on the availability and quality of tags

• But recent studies show that tags are few, imprecise, ambiguous and overly 
personalized  [Kennedy et al. 2006] 

– e.g. a study on 52 million Flickr photos shows that ~64% of them have only 1-3 
tags (see [Sigurbjörnsson and van Zwol 2008] )

• Moreover tags might be irrelevant to the visual content
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Query tag: airplane

airplane
twin
engine
los
angeles
...

daytime
beach
airplane
ocean
...
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• In the case of videos there is also another problem: tags are not “localized” 
in the video frames
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Query tag: ponte vecchio

video tags:
florence
italy
ponte vecchio
duomo
uffizzi
europe
...

florence
italy
ponte vecchio
duomo
...

florence
italy
ponte vecchio
duomo
...
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• Query-independent methods
– Goal: tag relevance learning by estimating the relevance of each tag with 

respect to the visual content  [Li et al.‘08 & later, Kennedy et al.’09, Wu et al.‘09]

Social image retrieval

• Query-dependent methods
– Goal: given a particular query, try to re-rank the results considering the visual 

content  [Hsu et al.’07, Jing et al.‘08]
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Query: airplane

Query: airplane airplane

twin
los
angeles

re-ranking
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Tag relevance learning by neighbor voting

• Several recent works focus on the tag relevance learning approach since it 
is more general (i.e. it can be used also as a starting point for query-dependent methods)

• An example: estimate tag relevance by exploiting annotations from 
neighbors users selected by visual similarity  [Li et al. ’08,’09] 
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Courtesy 
Li et al. MIR’08

– use visual features to 
describe the content

– find neighbors by 
clustering of visual 
features

– voting accumulation 
to learn tag relevance

– use a multi-feature 
tag relevance 
learning to improve 
results [Li et al. 2010] 
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Social video retrieval

• The problem of social video retrieval and tag suggestion in user-generated 
videos has been less explored
– several works use YouTube’s “related videos” metadata to enrich/re-rank 

information related to a specific video  [Wu et al.’09, Liu et al.’10] 
– other recent works retrieve visual near-duplicates for tag-suggestion and video 

re-ranking  [Siersdorfer et al.’09, Zhao et al.’10] 

• New tags are usually suggested at the video level

• To the best of our knowledge there are no previous works that try to locate 
tags within the user-generated video
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Our approach

• We propose an approach for video tag suggestion and temporal localization 
based on collective knowledge and visual similarity of video frames

• Our goal is two-fold:
– exploits tags associated to user-generated videos and images uploaded to 

social websites (such as YouTube and Flickr) and their visual similarity for tag 
suggestion at the video level

– associate the tags to the relevant shots that compose the video
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Overview of the proposed system
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Exploiting tag relevance for video annotation
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video

shot 
segmentation

Figure 1: Example of a YouTube video with its re-
lated tags.

ing near-duplicates [13, 17, 18], because of the fact that a
large number of videos uploaded in the video sharing web-
sites have a similar content (search results on YouTube may
contain 15 - 27% duplicates [11, 17]) with small variations
due to, for example, video editing, compositing and filtering,
transcoding or logo/superimposed text insertions. While
several methods have been proposed to deal with tags for
images [2,4,5,10], the problem of video classification and tag-
ging has been less explored. In [19] Wu et al. have proposed
a video categorization approach that uses title and tags of
a video, the tags of related videos (as selected by YouTube)
and of videos of the same user. Liu et al. [9] have proposed
a method for video topic detection using the “related video”
links that YouTube associates to each video to enrich the
textual information of a single video. Both these approaches
do not consider visual information and depend on the spe-
cific features and metadata provided by YouTube. Tags of
user-generated videos are typically few and imprecise, and
moreover they are usually associated to the entire video and
are not located temporally within the sequence. Figure 1
shows a video example from YouTube in which we can see
that tags, such as “leopard” or “waterfall”, are associated to
the entire video. For this reason, the users that searches for
a specific tag are forced to watch the whole sequences of the
retrieved videos. To the best of our knowledge, few papers
address the problem of tag reliability in videos but do not
deal with the problem of locating temporally tags within
the video sequence. Siersdorfer et al. [11] have proposed a
tag suggestion and re-ranking approach that exploits near-
duplicate and overlapping videos, creating a graph of visu-
ally overlapping videos to propagate tags. Zhao et al. [20]
have exploited an e!cient video similarity detection algo-
rithm to retrieve visual near-duplicates of a video, then the
tags associated to these videos are re-ranked to suggest new
tags. However, these approaches are feasible only for videos
that are popular enough to be edited and slightly modified
by other users, that have to add also new tags. In [1], Choud-
hury et al. have proposed a method to enrich and rank tags
from YouTube videos. First, tags are expanded using con-
textual information (title and description of the video) and
social contexts (e.g. tags of related videos or from playlists
that include the video). After they first compute a ranking,
based on tag co-occurrence, and then link tags to DBpe-
dia concepts. However the visual information is completely
ignored.

In this paper we propose a method for video tag suggestion
and temporal localization based on social knowledge. The
system exploits the tags associated to user-generated videos
and images uploaded to social sites (such as YouTube and

Flickr) and their visual similarity, to suggest new tags that
can be associated to a particular keyframe at the shot level.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. The proposed
method is discussed in details in Section 2; experimental
results are presented in Section 3. Conclusions are finally
drawn in Section 4.

2. EXPLOITING TAG RELEVANCE FOR
VIDEO ANNOTATION

The approach proposed in this paper aims at two goals:
to extend the number of tags associated to each video and,
at the same time, associate the tags to the relevant shots
that compose the video. The first goal is related to the fact
that the videos available on media sharing sites like YouTube
have relatively few tags (in [20] was observed an average of
about only 5 tags per video) that do not allow to annotate
thoroughly the content of the whole video. The second goal
is related to the fact that tags describe the global content
of a video, but they may be associated only to certain shots
and not to others. To cope with the large number of videos
uploaded daily to media sharing sites, the approach is un-
supervised.

Video annotation is performed in two stages; an overview
of the approach is shown in Fig. 2. In the first stage the
relevance of the video tags is computed for each shot, pos-
sibly eliminating tags that are not relevant, then new tags
are added to each shot. Each video is segmented into shots,
using a fast and simple algorithm that analyzes frame lu-
minance and uses a global threshold to detect transitions
and large content changes (in principle this segmentation
can be substituted by a simple temporal frame subsampling
scheme). From each shot are extracted three keyframes, one
from the start, one from the middle and one from the end of
the shot, creating a set K = {k1, ..., ko} of keyframes. The
tags V = {v1, ..., vn} associated to a video are used to select
and download from Flickr a set of images Ivi = {i1, ..., im},
that have been annotated using each tag v ! V . Each image
ij ! Ivi has the following set of tags {t1, ..., tl, vi}. Let T =
{t1, t2, ..., tk} be the union of all the tags of I = {Iv1 , ..., Ivn},
after that they have been filtered to eliminate stopwords,
dates, tags containing numbers, punctuations and symbols.
T is considered as the dictionary to be used for the anno-
tation of the video. Since it has been obtained from images
tagged by amateurs, such as Flickr users, it is fundamen-
tal to evaluate the relevance of the terms that compose the
lexicon, to avoid adding incorrect annotations. To this end
we have adapted the algorithm for the evaluation of tag rel-
evance in visually similar images, presented in [7], to cope
with video shot annotation. Practically, learning tag rel-
evance is based on computing the count of a tag t in the
k-nearest neighbours of image i minus the prior frequency
of t; this is based on the consideration that the occurrence
frequency of t in the visual neighbours of i is related to the
importance of t for i. This requires to retrieve e!ciently
k-nearest visual neighbours for the keyframes and images to
be analyzed.

For all the keyframes in K and Flickr images in I, is
computed a 72-dimensional visual feature vector that repre-
sent global information of color and texture. The vector is
composed by a 48 dimensional color correlogram computed
in the HSV color space, 6 color moments computed in the
RGB color space and 18 dimensional vector for three Tamura

From each shot are extracted 3 
keyframes (start, middle, end)

...

video tags:
florence
italy
ponte vecchio
duomo
uffizzi
europe
...

Figure 1: Example of a YouTube video with its re-
lated tags.
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and of videos of the same user. Liu et al. [9] have proposed
a method for video topic detection using the “related video”
links that YouTube associates to each video to enrich the
textual information of a single video. Both these approaches
do not consider visual information and depend on the spe-
cific features and metadata provided by YouTube. Tags of
user-generated videos are typically few and imprecise, and
moreover they are usually associated to the entire video and
are not located temporally within the sequence. Figure 1
shows a video example from YouTube in which we can see
that tags, such as “leopard” or “waterfall”, are associated to
the entire video. For this reason, the users that searches for
a specific tag are forced to watch the whole sequences of the
retrieved videos. To the best of our knowledge, few papers
address the problem of tag reliability in videos but do not
deal with the problem of locating temporally tags within
the video sequence. Siersdorfer et al. [11] have proposed a
tag suggestion and re-ranking approach that exploits near-
duplicate and overlapping videos, creating a graph of visu-
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have exploited an e!cient video similarity detection algo-
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textual information (title and description of the video) and
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that include the video). After they first compute a ranking,
based on tag co-occurrence, and then link tags to DBpe-
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to extend the number of tags associated to each video and,
at the same time, associate the tags to the relevant shots
that compose the video. The first goal is related to the fact
that the videos available on media sharing sites like YouTube
have relatively few tags (in [20] was observed an average of
about only 5 tags per video) that do not allow to annotate
thoroughly the content of the whole video. The second goal
is related to the fact that tags describe the global content
of a video, but they may be associated only to certain shots
and not to others. To cope with the large number of videos
uploaded daily to media sharing sites, the approach is un-
supervised.

Video annotation is performed in two stages; an overview
of the approach is shown in Fig. 2. In the first stage the
relevance of the video tags is computed for each shot, pos-
sibly eliminating tags that are not relevant, then new tags
are added to each shot. Each video is segmented into shots,
using a fast and simple algorithm that analyzes frame lu-
minance and uses a global threshold to detect transitions
and large content changes (in principle this segmentation
can be substituted by a simple temporal frame subsampling
scheme). From each shot are extracted three keyframes, one
from the start, one from the middle and one from the end of
the shot, creating a set K = {k1, ..., ko} of keyframes. The
tags V = {v1, ..., vn} associated to a video are used to select
and download from Flickr a set of images Ivi = {i1, ..., im},
that have been annotated using each tag v ! V . Each image
ij ! Ivi has the following set of tags {t1, ..., tl, vi}. Let T =
{t1, t2, ..., tk} be the union of all the tags of I = {Iv1 , ..., Ivn},
after that they have been filtered to eliminate stopwords,
dates, tags containing numbers, punctuations and symbols.
T is considered as the dictionary to be used for the anno-
tation of the video. Since it has been obtained from images
tagged by amateurs, such as Flickr users, it is fundamen-
tal to evaluate the relevance of the terms that compose the
lexicon, to avoid adding incorrect annotations. To this end
we have adapted the algorithm for the evaluation of tag rel-
evance in visually similar images, presented in [7], to cope
with video shot annotation. Practically, learning tag rel-
evance is based on computing the count of a tag t in the
k-nearest neighbours of image i minus the prior frequency
of t; this is based on the consideration that the occurrence
frequency of t in the visual neighbours of i is related to the
importance of t for i. This requires to retrieve e!ciently
k-nearest visual neighbours for the keyframes and images to
be analyzed.

For all the keyframes in K and Flickr images in I, is
computed a 72-dimensional visual feature vector that repre-
sent global information of color and texture. The vector is
composed by a 48 dimensional color correlogram computed
in the HSV color space, 6 color moments computed in the
RGB color space and 18 dimensional vector for three Tamura

Let T be the union of all the tags 
of the set of downloaded images I
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• The set T is considered as the dictionary to be used for the video annotation

• Since it is obtained from social images (Flickr) it is fundamental to evaluate 
the relevance of the terms in the dictionary
– to this end we followed and extend the approach of [Li et al.’08] to cope with 

video shot annotation
– practically tag relevance learning is computed by counting occurrences of each 

tag t in the kNN images, minus the prior frequency of t

• For all the keyframes in K and images in I is computed a 72-dim visual 
feature vector representing global information (color and texture)
– 48-dim color correlogram computed in the HSV color space
– 6-dim for color moments computed in the RGB color space
– 18-dim for 3 Tamura features that account for texture information
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[d1, ..., d48, d49, ..., d54, d55, ..., d72]
color

correlogram
color

moments
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(Tamura)
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• Images in I are clustered using k-means and cluster centers are used as an 
index for ANN-search based on visual similarity to the keyframes in K 
– for each keyframes k in K is retrieved the NN cluster center and the images 

belonging to that clusters are selected as neighbors for k 

– tags related to all these images are associated to keyframe k, resulting in the 
tag set Tk = {v1, ..., vn}

– video tags in V are kept only if they are present in the visual neighborhood 
(otherwise they are eliminated from the tag list)

– also the WordNet synonyms of all the tags vi are used to download images from 
Flickr (we download only 1/3 of images with respect to the original term)

12
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• To add new tags to each shot we compute a set of candidate tags 
computed from the dictionary T
– for each t in T is computed its tag relevance and resulting rank position ranki 

– a new tag candidate list C is computed with all the tags c having a co-
occurrence value above the average

– for each c is computed a suggestion score, score(c,Tk), according to the Vote+ 
algorithm

– finally, for each candidate tag c of each keyframe k, is computed the following 
suggestion score: 
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed system.

features that account for texture information (in particular
we have used coarseness, contrast and directionality). This
combination of features has a low computational cost and
has been shown to be e!ective for scalable image annota-
tion [15]. The images in I are clustered using k-means,
because of its convergence speed and empirical success in
content-based image analysis and retrieval. Cluster centers
are used as an index for approximate nearest neighbor search
based on visual similarity of the k ! K keyframes.
For each k ! K keyframe is retrieved the nearest cluster

center, and the images belonging to that cluster are selected
as neighbors. The set {v1, ..., vn} is considered as the set of
tags of k since in this case, unlike in [7], k has no associated
tag.

However, following this simplistic approach does not yield
good results for video annotation: in fact the video tags may
be associated only with certain keyframes, i.e. some v may be
related only to a certain shot and not to another; considering
all the v ! V for each shot would simply result in a re-
ranked list of the same tags. To solve this problem we have
adopted the following approach: a tag v is kept in the list
Tk of the tags of k, and thus its relevance is computed, only
if it is present among the tags of the visual neighbourhood.
In case that a relevant tag is incorrectly eliminated in this
phase, it may be recovered during the following stage of
annotation. Also the WordNet synonyms of all the v that
are kept after this filtering, are added to extend the list
Tk associated to each shot. To compute the relevance of
synonyms a new set of images is downloaded from Flickr but,
to cope with the fact that synonyms introduce a semantic
drift, we heuristically chose to download a number of images
that is one third of that used for the {v1, ..., vn} tags.

To add new tags to each shot we compute a set of candi-

date tags for each shot from the dictionary T . "t ! T is com-
puted its tag relevance and resulting rank position rankt.
For each tag associated with a keyframe (tk ! Tk), as ob-
tained from the previous step, is computed the co-occurrence
with all the t ! T , creating a tag candidate list C of the tags
that have a co-occurrence value that is above the average.
"c ! C is computed a suggestion score score(c, Tk), accord-
ing to the V ote+ algorithm. Finally, for each candidate tag
of each keyframe k is computed a score according to the
suggestion score proposed in [7]:

score(c, k) = score(c, Tk) ·
!

!+ (rankc # 1)

This score is used to order the tags to be added to the shot,
and the five most relevant tags are then used to annotate
the shot.

The union of all the tags added to all the shots in this
second step, is used to annotate the video at the global level.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have evaluated the performance of our proposed ap-

proach using a dataset designed to represent the variety of
content on YouTube. The dataset was created by choosing
4 YouTube videos selected from each of the 14 categories
used by YouTube, to cover the most of di!erent types of
videos. The number of detected shots is 1135, resulting in
3405 keyframes analyzed. All the videos in the dataset had
been previously tagged by YouTube users. The number of
tags per video varies from a minimum of 3 to a maximum of
26. The videos and the related tags were collected through
the YouTube API1.
1YouTube APIs and Tools
http://code.google.com/apis/youtube

– the score is used to order the tags to be added to the shot (only the five most 
relevant are used)
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Experimental results: dataset

• We evaluate the performance of our approach using a dataset designed to 
represent the variety of content on YouTube
– 4 YouTube videos for each YouTube category (1135 shots, 3405 keyframe)
– all the dataset videos had been previously tagged by YouTube users

• For each YouTube tag our system downloads 15 Flickr images

• In the WordNet query expansion experiment the system downloads 5 
additional Flickr images for each WordNet synonym

• Output is shown using SRT subtitles
– Uppercase: original YouTube tags
– Lowercase: suggested tags for the 

shot

14
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Experimental results: types of experiments

• Shot level Tag Localization (STL)
– evaluation of performance of the localization of the user-generated YouTube 

tags in the correct shots, in terms of accuracy

• Shot level Tag Suggestion and Localization (STSL)
– this measure shows the accuracy of the tag localization at shot level for both 

user-generated and suggested tags

• STSL with WordNet query expansion (STSL-WN)
– accuracy of STSL with WordNet synset expansion of the YouTube tags that 

have been kept at the end of localization process

15
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